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SUMS AND PRODUCTS OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS

T. W. CUSICK

Abstract. It is proved that every real number is representable

as a sum of two real numbers each of which has a fractional part

whose continued fraction expansion contains no partial quotient

less than 2, and that every real number not less than one is repre-

sentable as a product of two real numbers with the same property.

Marshall Hall, Jr. [l] proved that every real number is represent-

able as a sum of two real numbers each of which has a fractional

part whose continued fraction expansion contains no partial quotient

greater than 4, and that every real number not less than 1 is repre-

sentable as a product of two real numbers with the same property.

In this paper I prove the following related results (here it is con-

venient to regard 0 as the reciprocal of an infinite partial quotient) :

Theorem 1. Every real number is representable as a sum of two real

numbers each of which has a fractional part whose continued fraction

expansion contains no partial quotient less than 2.

Theorem 2. Every real number not less than 1 is representable as a

product of two real numbers each of which has a fractional part whose

continued fraction expansion contains no partial quotient less than 2.

The proofs of both theorems use ideas of Hall [l, pp. 967-970] on

Cantor point sets, defined as follows: Take a closed interval

A = [x, x+ö] on the real line, and remove from it a middle open

interval ¿4i2 = (x+ai, x+ai+ai2); two closed intervals Ai= [x, x+ai]

and A2= [x +fli +ai2, x+ö] remain. If both Ai and A2 are subdivided

in the same way and the process is continued with every closed in-

terval which arises at each stage, then the points of A which are not in

any of the deleted open intervals form a Cantor point set, denoted

by CiA).
I first show that for each integer k^2, the set Sik) of numbers a

such that 0^a^k~l and a has a continued fraction containing no

partial quotient less than k, is a Cantor point set in the interval

A = [0,k~1].

Let CFiao, ait a2, • • ■ ) denote the continued fraction with partial
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quotients a0, ai, a2, • • ■ . In defining the subdivisions of A which

produce S(k), two types of intervals with rational endpoints need to

be considered. Intervals of the first type have the form

(1) [CP(0, d, • • • , an), CF(0, oi, • • • , an+i)]

where n is an even integer and a^k (i = l, 2, • ■ • ); intervals of the

second type have the form

(2) [CF(0, at, • ■ • , a»), CP(0, au • • • , o*_0]

where n is an even integer and a^k (i = l, 2, ■ ■ • ). Thus A is an

interval of the first type with n — 0.

In the subdivision process, the interval

(3) (CF(0, ah ■ ■ ■ , an, an+i + 1), CF(0, ah ■ ■ ■ , an+i, k))

is removed from each interval (1) of first type and the interval

(4) (CP(0, oi, • • • , a», k), CF(0, ffi, • • • , o»_i, an + 1))

is removed from each interval (2) of second type. In both cases the

removal of the middle interval leaves behind an interval of first type

on the left side and an interval of second type on the right side.

Therefore the subdivision process can be continued, and the resulting

Cantor point set is clearly S(k) since the excluded intervals (3), (4)

contain no elements of S(k) and every number not in S(k) is in some

excluded interval.

Define the sum P+ V of two point sets U and V to be the set of all

u-\-v, where m is in U and v is in V. Let C(A) and C(B) he two Cantor

point sets in the intervals A and P. Hall [l, p. 968] proved the follow-

ing lemma, which gives a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for

C(A) +C(B) to cover the whole interval A +B.

Lemma 1. Suppose that the ratio of the length of the longer of the two

intervals A, B to the length of the shorter does not exceed 3. Suppose

further that in the subdivision processes which define C(A ) and C(B), at

each stage of the subdivision the middle interval removed from each

subinterval is not longer than either subinlerval retained. Then C(A)

+ C(B) covers the whole interval A +P.

Theorem 1 is proved by using Lemma 1 to show that 5(2)+5(2)

= [0, l]. Let p,-/q,- denote CF(0, oi, • • • , a,) in lowest terms. A

simple calculation shows that the length of the interval (1) of first

type is (qnqn+i)~1 and that the ratios of the length of the excluded

interval (3) to the lengths of the retained intervals on the left and

right, respectively, are
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ik — l)qn/ikqn+i + qn)    and    ik — l)qn+i/iqn+i + qn).

Similarly, the length of the interval (2) of second type is (ç„_ig„)_1

and the ratios of the length of the excluded interval (4) to the lengths

of the retained intervals on the left and right, respectively, are

(k — l)qn/iqn + qn-i)    and    (k — l)qn-i/(kqn + ?»-i).

Thus Lemma 1 applies to S(k) -\-S(k) for k = 2 (but not for k à 3) and

Theorem 1 is proved.

Let 7„ denote the interval [n, n+|] (w = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), and con-

sider the sequence of pairs of intervals 1%, Ii; Ii, I2; Ii, I3; ■ ■ • ;

In, In; In, In+il In, 7n+2; • • • (» = 1, 2, • • •) . 11 is easy to verify that

every x ^ 1 is representable as aß, where a is in the first interval of

some pair in the sequence and ß is in the second interval of the same

pair. Let C(7„) denote the Cantor point set formed by adding n to each

element of 5(2); let 7„ denote the interval [log n, log(w+£)] and let

C(7n) denote the Cantor point set formed by taking the logarithm of

each element of C(7„). As in [l, pp. 974-975], Theorem 2 is proved if

G(7„) + Ciln+J) = 7„ +7n+y for each « = 1,2, • • ■ and each / = 0, 1 or 2.

Hence Theorem 2 is proved if the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied

(or A = I*, B = I*+J.

The first supposition in Lemma 1 is easily verified by comparing

the length of 7„ with the lengths of the shorter intervals 7n+1 and

7n+2. The second supposition in Lemma 1 can be verified by using the

following lemma, which is a modified version of a lemma of Hall

[Lp.975].

Lemma 2. Let A — [a,b]be any interval of positive numbers, and let A

be subdivided into three intervals Ai— [a, a+r], Ai2= [a+r, a+r+s],

A2=[a+r+s, a+r+s+t], where a+r+s+t = b. Let A* = [log a,

log b] and let Ax, A12, A2 denote the intervals in the corresponding sub-

division of A*. Then A12 is not longer than either of Ax and A2 if

bit-s)^t2.

If in Lemma 2 A is taken to be any of the intervals (1) or (2)

which arise in the subdivision process which produces C(7m) (tw^ 1),

then b>l. Calculation shows that for any such interval, the expres-

sion corresponding to t~2il — s) exceeds either qnqn+i ^ 2 (if the interval

is of the first type )or qn-iqn è 10 (if the interval is of the second type,

which can happen only for «2ï2 in (2)). This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.

I conclude with some elementary remarks about Theorem 1. Since

S(k)+Sik) is contained in [0, 2k_1], which cannot cover [0, l] for
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k>2, it is trivial that Theorem 1 becomes false if the lower bound 2

for the partial quotients is replaced by any larger integer. Even the

equality 5(&)+S(&) = [0, 2&-1] is easily seen to be false for k>2, as

consideration of the effect of the removal of the first middle interval

in the subdivision process which defines Sik) immediately shows. The

question of determining the measure of the set Sik) -\-Sik) is an inter-

esting one. I conjecture that the measure is zero for k > 2.

For any integer m^3, it is false that every real number is repre-

sentable as a sum of two real numbers each of which has a fractional

part whose continued fraction expansion contains no partial quotient

less than 2 or greater than m; for it is clear that given any m, all real

numbers with sufficiently small fractional part will not be represent-

able. Thus Theorem 1 is best possible in a certain sense.
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